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The Desideratum is a fascinating timepiece, written by John Wesley on the relatively new
scientific discovery of electricity and its uses. While of very little applicable use today, the book
remains an interesting history piece, as well as an insight into the multi-faceted interests and
studies of the highly educated founder of Methodism.



THE DESIDERATUM: OR, ELECTRICITY Made PLAIN and USEFUL. By a Lover of Mankind,
and of Common Sense. LONDON: Printed: And sold by W. Flexley, under Gray's Inn Gate,
Holbourn; E. Cabe, Avemary Lane; George Clark, in Little Carter Lane; George Keigh, Grace-
Church Street; T. Smith under the Change and at the Foundery, in
Moorfields. MDCCLX. Contents The PrefaceThe Desideratum: or Electricity Made PlainAn
Extract from Mr. Watson's Experiments and ObservationsAn Extract from Mr. Wilson's
Dissertation on ElectricityAn Extract from Mr. Martin's Essay on ElectricityAn Extract from Mr.
Watkins's Account of Electrical ExperimentsTHE PREFACE. 1. IN the following Tract, I have
endeavoured to comprise the Sum of what has been hitherto published, on this curious and
important Subject, by Mr. Franklin, Dr. Hoadly, Mr. Wilson, Watson, Lovett, Freke, Martin,
Watkins, and in the Monthly Magazines. But I am chiefly indebted to Mr. Franklin for the
speculative Part, and to Mr. Lovett, for the practical: Tho' I cannot in every Thing subscribe to the
Sentiments either of one or the other. 2. Indeed I am not greatly concerned for the philosophical
Part, whether it stand or fall. Of the Facts we are absolutely assured: Altho' they are of so
surprising a nature, than a man could not have asserted them a few Years ago, without quite
giving up his Reputation. But who can be assured of this or that Hypothesis, by which he
endeavours to account for those Facts? Perhaps the utmost we have reason to expect here, is
an high Degree of Probability. 3. I am much more concerned for the physical Part, knowing of
how great Importance this is: How much Sickness and Pain may be prevented or removed, and
how many Lives saved by this unparallel'd Remedy. And yet with what Vehemence has it been
opposed? Sometimes by treating it with Contempt, as if it were of little or no Use: Sometimes by
Arguments, such as they were; and sometimes by such Cautions against it's ill Effects, as made
thousands afraid to meddle with it. 4. But so it has fared with almost all the simple Remedies,
which have been offered to the World for many Years. When Sir John Floyer published his
excellent Book on Cold bathing, many for a Time used and profited by it. So did abundance of
People by Cold Water, when it was publickly recommended by Dr. Hancock. The ingenious and
benevolent Bishop of Cloyne, brought Tar-Water likewise into Credit for a Season; and
innumerable were the Cures wrought thereby, even in the most desperate and deplorable
Cases. Nor was it a little Good which was done by the Use of Sea-Water, after Dr. Russel had
published his Tract concerning it. Indeed each of these did Wonders in it's turn. But alas! their
Reign was short. The vast Party which were on the other Side, soon raised the Cry, and ran them
down. In a few Years they were out of Fashion, cut of Use, and almost out of Memory: And the
foul; hard named Exotics took Place again, to the utter Confusion of Common Sense. 5. Must not
Electricity then, whatever Wonders it may now perform, expect soon to share the same Fate?
And yet it is absolutely certain, that in many, very many Cases, it seldom or never fails. "I can
truly say, (says Mr. Lovett) I scarce ever knew any who made the Trial and did not succeed. Not
that all Disorders will yield thereto. Neither in this any more than the common Way, will the same



Treatment of the same Disorder in different Persons have always the same Success." Indeed
there cannot be in Nature any such Thing as an absolute Panacea: A Medicine that will cure
every Disease incident to the human Body. If there could, Electricity would bid fairer for it, than
any Thing in the World: As it takes Place in such a vast Number of Disorders, some of them so
widely different from the others.
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And yet it is absolutely certain, that in many, very many Cases, it seldom or never fails. "I can
truly say, (says Mr. Lovett) I scarce ever knew any who made the Trial and did not succeed. Not
that all Disorders will yield thereto. Neither in this any more than the common Way, will the same
Treatment of the same Disorder in different Persons have always the same Success." Indeed
there cannot be in Nature any such Thing as an absolute Panacea: A Medicine that will cure
every Disease incident to the human Body. If there could, Electricity would bid fairer for it, than
any Thing in the World: As it takes Place in such a vast Number of Disorders, some of them so
widely different from the others. 6. And yet there is something peculiarly unaccountable, with
regard to its Operation. In some Cases, where there was no Hope of Help, it will succeed beyond
all Expectation. In others, where we had the greatest Hope, it will have no Effect at all. Again, in
some Experiments, it helps at the very first, and promises a speedy Cure: But presently the good
Effect ceases, and the Patient is as he was before. On the contrary, in others it has no Effect at
first: It does no good; perhaps seems to do hurt. Yet all this Time it is striking at the Root of the
Disease, which in a while it totally removes. Frequent Instances of the former we have in
Paralytic, of the latter, in Rheumatic Cases. 7. But still one may upon the whole pronounce it the
Desideratum, the general and rarely failing Remedy, in nervous Cases of every Kind (Palsies
excepted); as well as in many others. Perhaps if the Nerves are really perforated (as is now
generally supposed) the Electric Ether is the only Fluid in the Universe, which is fine enough to
move through them. And what if the Nervous Juice itself, be a Fluid of this Kind? If so, it is no
Wonder that it has always eluded the Search of the most accurate Naturalists. 8. Be this as it
may, Mr. Lovett is of Opinion, "the electrical Method of treating Disorders, cannot be expected to
arrive at any considerable Degree of Perfection, till administer'd and applied by the Gentlemen
of the Faculty." Nay then, All my Hopes are at an End. For when will it be administered and
applied by them? Truly, ad Graecas Calendas. Not till the Gentlemen of the Faculty have more
regard to the Interest of their Neighbours than their own. At least, not till there are no
Apothecaries in the Land: Or till Physicians are independent of them. 9. Therefore without
waiting for what probably never will be, and what indeed we have no Reason to expect, let Men
of Sense do the best they can for themselves, as well as for their poor, sick, helpless
Neighbours. How many may they relieve from racking Pain or pining Sickness, by this
unexpensive and speedy Remedy? Restoring them to Ease, Health, Strength, generally in a few
Minutes, frequently in a Moment! And if a few of these Lovers of Mankind, who have some little
Knowledge of the Animal Oeconomy, would only be diligent in making Experiments, and setting
down the more remarkable of them, in order to communicate them to one another, that each
might profit by the other's Labour: I doubt not, but more nervous Disorders would be cured in
one Year, by this single Remedy, than the whole English Materia Medica will cure, by the End of
the Century. 10. It is not impossible, but the Gentlemen Reviewers may bestow a Compliment on
me as well as on Mr. Lovett. If they are so kind, I would only beg them, not to plume themselves
upon a Discovery, which I have helped them to myself: Namely, that the following is little more
than an Extract from others: I intended it so to be. I designed only to collect together the



Substance of the most celebrated Writings on the Subject; and to place them in one connected
View, for the Use of those who have little Time or Money to spare. I only wish, some who has
more Leisure and Ability than me, would consider it more deeply, and write a full Practical
Treatise on Electricity, which might be a Blessing to Many Generations. Nov. 1, 1759. THE
DESIDERATUM: OR ELECTRICITY made PLAIN. I. 1. FROM a thousand Experiments it
appears, that there is a fluid far more subtle than Air, which is every where diffused thro' all
Space, which surrounds the Earth and pervades every Part of it. And such is the extreme
Fineness, Velocity and Expansiveness of this active Principle, that all other Matter seems to be
only the Body, and this the Soul of the Universe. This we might term Elementary Fire; but that it is
hard for us to separate the Ideas of Fire and Burning: Altho' the latter is in reality but a
preternatural and violent Effect of the former. 

6. And yet there is something peculiarly unaccountable, with regard to its Operation. In some
Cases, where there was no Hope of Help, it will succeed beyond all Expectation. In others,
where we had the greatest Hope, it will have no Effect at all. Again, in some Experiments, it
helps at the very first, and promises a speedy Cure: But presently the good Effect ceases, and
the Patient is as he was before. On the contrary, in others it has no Effect at first: It does no good;
perhaps seems to do hurt. Yet all this Time it is striking at the Root of the Disease, which in a
while it totally removes. Frequent Instances of the former we have in Paralytic, of the latter, in
Rheumatic Cases. 7. But still one may upon the whole pronounce it the Desideratum, the
general and rarely failing Remedy, in nervous Cases of every Kind (Palsies excepted); as well as
in many others. Perhaps if the Nerves are really perforated (as is now generally supposed) the
Electric Ether is the only Fluid in the Universe, which is fine enough to move through them. And
what if the Nervous Juice itself, be a Fluid of this Kind? If so, it is no Wonder that it has always
eluded the Search of the most accurate Naturalists. 8. Be this as it may, Mr. Lovett is of Opinion,
"the electrical Method of treating Disorders, cannot be expected to arrive at any considerable
Degree of Perfection, till administer'd and applied by the Gentlemen of the Faculty." Nay then, All
my Hopes are at an End. For when will it be administered and applied by them? Truly, ad
Graecas Calendas. Not till the Gentlemen of the Faculty have more regard to the Interest of their
Neighbours than their own. At least, not till there are no Apothecaries in the Land: Or till
Physicians are independent of them. 9. Therefore without waiting for what probably never will be,
and what indeed we have no Reason to expect, let Men of Sense do the best they can for
themselves, as well as for their poor, sick, helpless Neighbours. How many may they relieve from
racking Pain or pining Sickness, by this unexpensive and speedy Remedy? Restoring them to
Ease, Health, Strength, generally in a few Minutes, frequently in a Moment! And if a few of these
Lovers of Mankind, who have some little Knowledge of the Animal Oeconomy, would only be
diligent in making Experiments, and setting down the more remarkable of them, in order to
communicate them to one another, that each might profit by the other's Labour: I doubt not, but
more nervous Disorders would be cured in one Year, by this single Remedy, than the whole



English Materia Medica will cure, by the End of the Century. 10. It is not impossible, but the
Gentlemen Reviewers may bestow a Compliment on me as well as on Mr. Lovett. If they are so
kind, I would only beg them, not to plume themselves upon a Discovery, which I have helped
them to myself: Namely, that the following is little more than an Extract from others: I intended it
so to be. I designed only to collect together the Substance of the most celebrated Writings on
the Subject; and to place them in one connected View, for the Use of those who have little Time
or Money to spare. I only wish, some who has more Leisure and Ability than me, would consider
it more deeply, and write a full Practical Treatise on Electricity, which might be a Blessing to
Many Generations. Nov. 1, 1759. THE DESIDERATUM: OR ELECTRICITY made PLAIN. I. 1.
FROM a thousand Experiments it appears, that there is a fluid far more subtle than Air, which is
every where diffused thro' all Space, which surrounds the Earth and pervades every Part of it.
And such is the extreme Fineness, Velocity and Expansiveness of this active Principle, that all
other Matter seems to be only the Body, and this the Soul of the Universe. This we might term
Elementary Fire; but that it is hard for us to separate the Ideas of Fire and Burning: Altho' the
latter is in reality but a preternatural and violent Effect of the former. 2. It is highly probable this is
the general Instrument of all the Motion in the Universe: From this pure Fire, (which is properly
so called) the vulgar Culinary Fire is kindled. For in Truth there is but one Kind of Fire in Nature,
which exists in all Places and in all Bodies. And this is subtle and active enough, not only to be,
under the Great Cause, the secondary Cause of Motion, but to produce and sustain Life thro'out
all Nature, as well in Animals as in Vegetables. 3. To this effect the learned Bishop of Cloyne
observes, "The vital Flame is supposed to be the Cause of all the Motions in the Body of Man,
whether natural or voluntary. And has not Fire the same Force to animate thro'out, and actuate
the whole System of the World? Cherishing, heating, fermenting, dissolving, shining, and
operating in various Manners, as various Subjects offer, to employ, or to determine it's Force? It
is present in all Parts of the Earth and Firmament, tho' latent and unobserved, till some Accident
produces it into Act, and renders it visible in it's Effects." 4. This great Machine of the World
requires some such constant, active and powerful Principle, constituted by it's Creator, to keep
the heavenly Bodies in their several Courses, and at the same Time give Support, Life and
Increase to the various Inhabitants of the Earth. Now as the Heart of every Animal is the Engine
which circulates the Blood thro' the whole Body, so the Sun, as the Heart of the World, circulates
this Fire thro' the whole Universe. And this Element is not capable of any essential Alteration,
Increase or Diminution. It is a Species by itself; and is of a Nature totally distinct from that of all
other Bodies. 5. That this is absolutely necessary both to feed common Fire, and to sustain the
Life of Animals, it seems may be learn'd from an easy Experiment. Place a Cat, together with a
lighted Candle, in a cold Oven: Then lute the Door close, having fixt a Glass in the Middle of it:
And if you look thro' this, you may observe, at one and the same Instant, the Candle goes out,
and the Animal dies. A plain Proof, that the same Fire is needful to sustain both culinary Fire and
animal Life: And a large Quantity of it. Some doubtless pervades the Oven Door; but not enough
to sustain either Flame or Life. Indeed every Animal is a kind of Fire-Engine. As soon as the



Lungs inspire the Air, the Fire mingled with it is instantly dispersed thro' the pulmonary Vessels
into the Blood: Thence it is diffused thro' every Part of the Body, even the most minute Arteries,
Veins and Nerves. In the mean Time the Lungs inspire more Air and Fire, and so provide a
constant Supply. 6. The Air seems to be universally impregnated with this Fire, but so diluted, as
not to hurt the Animal in Respiration. So a small Quantity of a Liquor dropt in Water, may be
friendly to an human Body, tho' a few Drops of the same Liquor, given by themselves, would
have occasioned certain Death. And yet you cannot conceive one Particle of the Water, without
a Particle of the Medicine. 'Tis not impossible, this may be one great Use of Air, by adhering so
closely to the elementary Fire, to temper and render salutary to the Body, what would otherwise
be fatal to it. 7. To put it beyond dispute, that this Fire is largely mixt with the Air, you may make
the following Experiment. Take a round Lump of Iron, and heat it to a Degree called a welding
Heat: Take it out of the Fire, and with a Pair of Bellows blow cold Air upon it. The Iron will then as
effectually melt, as if it were in the hottest Fire. Now when taken out of the Forge, it had not Fire
enough in it to conquer the Cohesion of it's Parts: But when this Fire is join'd with that which was
mixt with the Air, it is sufficient to do it. On the same Principle we account for the Increase of a
Coal or Wood Fire by blowing it. 8. And let none wonder that Fire should be so connected with
Air, as hardly to be separated. As subtle as Fire is, we may even by Art attach it to other Bodies;
yea, and keep it Prisoner for many Years: And that either in a solid or a fluid Form. An Instance of
the first we have in Steel: Which is made such, only by impacting a large Quantity of Fire into
Bars of Iron. In like Manner we impact a great Quantity of Fire into Stone, to make Lime. An
Instance of the second Kind we have in Spirits, wherein Fire is imprison'd in a fluid Form. Hence
common Spirits will burn all away. And if you throw into the Air Spirits rectified to the highest
Degree, not one Drop will come down again, but the universal Fire will take hold of and absorb it
all.
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